WELCOME BACK TO THE CLINTON ARENA!!
We would like to thank everyone in advance for your continued
support and following the new guidelines.
It is or commitment to REMAIN OPEN and have a safe and healthy
environment for our friends and families.
PRIOR TO ARRIVAL:

1. Come dressed with minimal need for change. Please let your
group know ahead of time to come dressed. Goalies can use the
end of the halls for added space. NO LOCKER ROOMS WILL BE
AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME. If a skater needs a private space to
change, ONE set of bathrooms will be available for 10 minutes
prior to ice time and 10 minutes after ice time.
2. Sign in roster must be completed PRIOR TO ENTRY. The names on
the roster upon entry, are the names that will remain in the
facility for the duration of the rental. (Mites & Squirts may want
to have a parent helper)
UPON ENTRY:

1. Doors will open TEN MINUTES PRIOR to your ice rental. Do not
show up earlier. It may be cold, raining or snowing. Please stay
warm, safe and in the car until then. (If your ice time is at
9:00….Doors will open for entry at 8:50)
2. Give Arena Employee your roster with all participants and
coaches listed.
3. Participants MUST arrive on time. Arena employees will not wait
at the door for late arrivals. They have other work that needs to
be done. If you know you are going to be late, let your coach
know, so they can communicate that to the arena and we will
check for late comers, 10 minutes in.

4. MASK UP! All who enter the arena MUST be wearing a mask, so
that temperature can be taken. Masks must be worn at all times
except when going to the ice with your helmets on.
5. NO SPECTATORS – Only the 20 or less people on the list will be
allowed in the arena for the specific session. There are numbers
on the hall walls for designation. The upstairs is blocked off and
there will be no standing in the well. NO skaters will be allowed
on ice until a coach is on ice.

ONCE INSIDE:

1. You will INITIAL the roster, have your temperature checked,
remain at a safe distance until the gate opens and then proceed
to assigned benches in the hall.
2. Ice Time: If ice is ready and your coaches are ready you may be
able to jump on ice a little early. REMEMBER, ice slots are 50
minutes (unless more time was rented). If you used any
equipment on the ice for training or drills… You MUST use the last
couple of minutes of YOUR slot to clear the ice of pucks,
equipment etc., so that the ice cut can stay on schedule.

AFTER YOUR RENTAL:

1. 10 MINUTES to remove skates, gather belongings and exit facility.
2. EXIT – all skaters and coaches must exit the side door to the
parking lot.
All rules must be followed.
If not followed your group will be asked to leave for the session.
If continues, disciplinary actions will result in loss of ice time.
THANK YOU
Any questions or concerns
please see Patti or call 315-853-5617 Ext 1

